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কাঙ্ক্ষিত ফল নেই অর্থেীঙ্ক্ষততত

পণ্যবাজার, মুদ্রাবাজার ক িংবা শেয়ারবাজার- সবখানেই সর ানরর পক্ষ শেন  ক ছু প্রনণ্াদো রনয়নছ। প্রনণ্াদো রনয়নছ  ৃকিনে, রনয়নছ রপ্তাকেনে। শ াোও রনয়নছ

েগদ সহায়ো বা ভেুুক , শ াোও  রছাড়। রনয়নছ েীকে সহায়োও। সব ধরনের প্রনণ্াদোর উনেেয, সাধারণ্ শভাক্তা বা গ্রাহ ন  সুরক্ষা শদওয়া। প্রকে বছর এ জেয

বানজনে বড় অনের বরাে রাখা হয়।  রছানড়র আদনে শে প্রনণ্াদো শদওয়া হয়, োনে সরাসকর বযয় ো হনেও সম্ভাবয রাজস্ব আয় শেন  বকিে হয় সর ার। দুই-

এ টি শক্ষত্র ছাড়া সর ানরর এসব প্রনণ্াদো ও  রছানড়  াকিে ফে পাওয়া োনে ো। অেুেীকেকবদরা মনে  নরে, প্রনণ্াদো কদনে হনব অেুনেকে  শেৌকক্ত ো

শেন । অেুেীকেনে মন্দা  াোনোর জেয, দকরদ্র জেনগাষ্ঠীন  সহায়ো  রনে ক িংবা  মুসিংস্থাে বাড়ানে প্রনণ্াদো শদওয়ার প্রনয়াজে হনে ো অেুনেকে  দৃকিন াণ্

শেন  কবনেিণ্  নর সমোর কভকিনে কদনে হনব। েনব আমানদর এখানে অনে  সময় শেৌকক্ত োন  উনপক্ষা  নর কবকভন্ন শগাষ্ঠীর দাকব মােনে এবিং অদক্ষো ও

অকেয়নমর শখসারে কদনে প্রনণ্াদো শদওয়া হয়, োর ফে অনে  সময় ভানো হয় ো। সর াকর কবকভন্ন প্রকেষ্ঠানে অকেয়ম ও অদক্ষো শরনখ ভেুুক  কদনয় পকরচােোর

েীকে কেনয় োরা প্রে েুনেনছে। অেুেীকেকবদনদর মনে, বযািং  ও শেয়ারবাজানর সর ানরর শদওয়া কবকভন্ন সহায়ো শ ানো  ানজ আনসকে। কেেযপনণ্যর শক্ষনত্রও

প্রনণ্াদোর প্রভাব সীকমে। সর াকর অদক্ষ প্রকেষ্ঠােগুনোন  বছনরর পর বছর ভেুুক  কদনয় পকরচােো  রনে কগনয় অেুনেকে  বযবস্থাপো দুবুে হনয়নছ। সর ার

অেুেীকের কবকভন্ন শক্ষনত্র প্রনয়াজেীয় সিংস্কার ো  নর েগদ ো ার সিার  নরনছ েেুবা  রছাড় কদনয়নছ। ফনে শবসর াকর খানে আকেু  প্রনণ্াদোর আসকক্ত তেকর

হনয়নছ। েনব প্রনণ্াদো শে সব শক্ষনত্রই বযে ুহনয়নছ ো েয়। রপ্তাকে খাে কবনেিে তেকর শপাো  খানের কব ানে েগদ সহায়ো ও  রছানড়র প্রভাব অনে ািংনেই

ইকেবাচ । 

https://samakal.com/economics/article/19113225/%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%99%E0%A7

%8D%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B7%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A4-%E0%A6%AB%E0%A6%B2-

%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%87-

Retail power price hike likely

The retail level electricity distributors have sought a fresh hike in electricity price for almost all types of consumers

from January 2020. State-run electricity distribution companies submitted the tariff hike proposals to the energy

regulator a week after similar proposal to raise the bulk electricity price by the Bangladesh Power Development

Board, or BPDB. The Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission has accepted the proposals after initial scrutiny

and arranged a four-day public hearing, which will start from November 28. Unlike the previous occasions, the

state companies did not seek any fixed rate for retail level electricity tariff but sought the BERC's decree following

the bulk tariff rate increase. Electricity distribution companies, as part of their responsibility, sell electricity to

retail consumers after purchasing electricity in bulk from the power board. The Board is the lone buyer of

electricity from the producers, including independent power producers, or IPPs, and public, rental, quick rental,

fast-track power plants. 
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http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/209798/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0

%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%82-

%E0%A6%96%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-

Earnings of most NBFIs plummet in Jan-Sept

Earnings of most of the listed non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) plunged in the first nine months of the year

due mainly to huge provisioning against default loans and losses from capital market. EPS (earning per share) is

the portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. In short, it serves as an

indicator of a company's profitability. Some 13 of the 22 NBFIs saw their EPS plummeted between the months of

January and September, according to un-audited financial statement. The People's Leasing & Financial Services

(PLFS) did not declare earnings as the company under liquidation process in line with government's decision due

to deterioration of its financial health in the last several years. The EPS of Bangladesh Finance, BIFC, Fareast

Finance, FAS Finance, First Finance, GSP Finance, ICB, IDLC Finance, International Leasing, Midas Financing,

Phoenix Finance, Union Capital and United Finance saw their EPS fall in January-September, 2019, according to

Dhaka Stock Exchange data. 
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Korean cos to invest $ 500m in EZ

South Korean businesses have expressed the interest to establish an industrial park in Bangladesh's Economic Zone 

(EZ) to set up factories for manufacturing apparel, leather products and ornaments. A developer company of the

East Asian country, Korea Industrial Complex Company Limited (KIC), has requested Bangladesh Economic Zones

Authority (BEZA) to initially allocate 400 acres of land in an EZ. Around 100 South Korean companies will set up

factories in the proposed industrial park, which will likely to fetch an investment of US$ 500 million. To this effect,

a meeting was held at the BEZA headquarters in the city on Monday, a statement said. BEZA executive chairman

Paban Chowdhury, Chief Executive Officer of the KIC Baeho Cho and other officials were present at the meeting.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/korean-cos-to-invest-500m-in-ez-

1572888926

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/earnings-of-most-nbfis-plummet-in-jan-

sept-1572888063

ব্াাংঙ্ক্ষকাং খাততর নেঙ্ক্ষতক ও অর্থনেঙ্ক্ষতক স্বাস্থ্্ ভঙু্গর

বযািংন র ইকুইটির কবপরীনে আয় (আরওই) ১০ েোিংনের শবকে হনে োন  আদেু কহনসনব ধরা হয়। েকদও চেকে বছনরর জুে শেনি বািংোনদনের বযািং গুনোর গড় আর

ওই ৩ েোিংনে শেনম এনসনছ। সম্পনদর কবপরীনে আয় (আরওএ) শেনম এনসনছ েূেয দেকম  ২ েোিংনে। বযািংক িং খানের শমাে মূেধনের শচনয় শবকে হনয় শগনছ শখো

কপ ঋণ্। কবপুে এ শখোকপ ঋনণ্র কবপরীনে প্রনয়াজেীয় প্রকভেেও (সকিকে) সিংরক্ষণ্  রনে পারনছ ো বযািং গুনো।

শদনের বযািংক িং খানের অেুনেকে  এ ভঙু্গরোর পাোপাকে শভনে পনড়নছ তেকে  স্বাস্থযও। অনে  বযািংন র েীি ু মু েুারা অকেয়নম জকড়নয় পড়নছে। শ ানো বযািংন র 

োখা পেুানয়র  মু েুারা অকেয়নম জড়ানেে। গ্রাহন র সনঙ্গ শোগসাজনে ঋনণ্র োনম অে ুআত্মসাৎ  রনছে। এসব ঘেোয় বযািং ার ও গ্রাহন র কবরুনে কেয়কমে মামোও

 হনে।ক িং খানের অেুনেকে  অবস্থা বুঝনে গ্রহণ্নোগয সূচ গুনো হনো সম্পনদর কবপরীনে আয়, কেে সুদ আয় ও সুদবকহভুূে আয়। ইকুইটির কবপরীনে আয়, শখোকপ ঋ

শণ্র হার, মূেধনের কবপরীনে শখোকপ ঋণ্, শখোকপ ঋনণ্র কবপরীনে সকিকে সিংরক্ষনণ্র হারও কবনবচোয় শেয়া হয় এনক্ষনত্র। গে ১০ বছনর শদনের বযািংক িং খানের এসব 

সূচন ই ধারাবাকহ  অবেমে হনয়নছ।
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/89800/kamal-blames-regulators-for-plfs-woes

Finance minister AHM Mustafa Kamal on Monday said that lack of monitoring of the regulatory bodies had

resulted in poor health of financial institutions including People’s Leasing and Financial Services (PLFS) Limited. He

made the remark after a six-member team of the depositors of PLFS met him at his office in Dhaka on the day. The

non-bank financial institution is facing a forced liquidation. He said that none would be spared if irregularities of

any former or even the existing board members were proved. Asked, how much time it would be required to

repay depositors’ money, the minister said that the audit firm could not be asked to submit report within a certain

period of time. The next course of action would be taken in consultation with the prime minister, based on the

Companies Act and keeping auditor’s report into consideration, he said. He also informed that the depositors of

PLFS had requested for assistance and the government would extend support to them.

Stocks fall amid worries over economy

Dhaka stocks declined on Monday as investors went for selling shares amid concerns over the country’s economy

and foreign portfolio investment at the capital market. The key index of Dhaka Stock Exchange, DSEX, shed 0.71

per cent, or 33.72 points, to close at 4,678.36 points on Monday after gaining 29.18 points in the previous day.

The market started falling from the beginning on Monday and descended more strongly as the session progressed

as investors went for selling shares amid worries over the county’s economy and foreign portfolio fund exodus.

The Centre for Policy Dialogue on Sunday said the macroeconomic stability in the country had now become

weaker and performance of economic indicators was under mounting pressure that might lead to a structural

slowdown in the economy. Concerning the country’s stock market, the CPD identified five institutional and

governance related weakness — poor quality initial public offerings, anomalies in financial reporting, lack of

transparency in BO accounts, suspicious trading at secondary market and questionable role of institutional 
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/89799/stocks-fall-amid-worries-over-economy

Arrears worsen leather sector’s woes

The crisis in the leather and leather goods industry has deepened further as the tanners are yet to pay Tk 350

crore in arrears fully to the rawhide merchants. In August, the tanners agreed to settle the arrears at a meeting

brokered by the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI). “The tanners have paid

the highest 15 percent of the arrears to the rawhide merchants so far,” said Tipu Sultan, general secretary of the

Bangladesh Hide and Skin Merchants Association (BHSMA). The merchants could not buy the rawhides, as the

tanners did not clear all the dues before Eid, he said. As a result, seasonal traders and farmers did not find buyers

and had to throw away 35 percent of more than 1 crore pieces of rawhides collected during the last Eid-ul-Azha.

“Still they are promising to pay the arrears,” Sultan said. He said the tanners are buying the rawhides collected

during Eid-ul-Azha by paying only 10 percent to 15 percent of the price.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/arrears-worsen-leather-sectors-woes-1823380
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Banglalink’s user numbers raise questions

Banglalink has reported two different numbers of active subscribers in two separate reports—one submitted to

the telecom regulator and the other to its parent company—with one being 5.77 percent higher than the other.

The third-largest mobile carrier in Bangladesh had a gap of 19.10 lakh active customers in the third quarter this

year when the two reports are compared.  As of September, the number of Banglalink’s active users stood at 3.50

crore, according to the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC). However, Banglalink’s

parent company Veon reported the operator had 3.31 crore users at the end of the third quarter. Both the reports

were published yesterday. “Veon’s calculation of customer number is slightly different from the one done locally,”

said Taimur Rahman, chief corporate and regulatory affairs officer at Banglalink, while explaining the gap.  

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/banglalinks-user-numbers-raise-questions-1823377

HC asks Chevron to pay Tk 604cr to employees

The High Court (HC) yesterday directed the US energy giant, Chevron Bangladesh, to pay Tk 604 crore to officers

and workers in Bangladesh as profit sharing in accordance with the labour law. An HC bench, comprising Justice

Tariq-ul Hakim and Justice Iqbal Kabir, came up with the directive, while both the petitioners and defence

informed the bench that they have reached a settlement outside the court. The HC bench, then, directed Chevron

to pay dividends to its officers and workers. Later, the 538 Chevron employees, who had jointly filed a writ petition

before the HC, seeking its directive on the matter, withdrew their petition. They said they would not proceed with

the petition as they have reached a consensus to settle their dispute over dividends and service benefits. In April

2017, to counter losses, Chevron had declared that it planned to sell its assets in the south Asian region, including

Bangladesh, Thailand, and Indonesia. 

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/222460
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India rejects Asia-wide trade deal as others move ahead

Fifteen Asian countries agreed terms on Monday for what could be the world’s biggest trade pact, they said in a

statement, but India delayed its decision on joining because of significant differences over tariffs and other issues.

The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is backed by China and also brings in the 10-member

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean), Japan, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand. Participating

countries met in Bangkok alongside a meeting of Southeast Asian leaders. “We noted 15 RCEP Participating

Countries have concluded text-based negotiations for all 20 chapters and essentially all their market access

issues,” the statement from the leaders said, to allow for signing next year. “India has significant outstanding

issues, which remain unresolved... India’s final decision will depend on satisfactory resolution of these issues,” it

said. The United States-China trade war has given new impetus to years of discussions on the trade bloc.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/india-rejects-asia-wide-trade-deal-others-move-

ahead-1823350
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